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Hyderabad, as a tourist destination, delights the visiting rovers with a wide spread of beguiling lures.
This â€˜city of pearlsâ€™ encompasses all the ingredients that are required to make a holiday feast a truly
memorable one. With a vivacious atmosphere drenched in the scents of cultural flavours,
Hyderabad truly promises an enjoyable yet enriching stint!

While the pearls in the cityâ€™s necklace of attractions are too many to account, there are few that just
cannot be avoided and those are the ones that merit a small portrayal 

Golconda Fort

Golconda Fort is a compelling stopover that treats tourists who paid money for air tickets to India
with a flurry of delights. Standing proudly on the western outskirts of Hyderabad city, Golconda Fort
grabs the attention of visitors with its awe-inspiring architectural design. The fort also finds fame in
the fact that this is the place where the famous Kohinoor was stored along with other diamonds.

Charminar

Charminar is to tourists what sun is to sunflower! Indeed, this majestic temptation is the one that
entices even the penny-pinchers to plan holidays in Hyderabad (the fact that cheap flight tickets to
Hyderabad are easily available surely comes to their rescue)! Charminar is surely a grand
masterpiece whose location, amidst the busy street, brings even more to the table and presents the
most fitting contrast conundrum to the travellers.

Birla Mandir

Religious minded who rummage around for flight tickets to India and land up in the city of pearls can
find solace in the sublime serenity of the Birla Mandir. Dedicated to the Lord Venkateshwara, the
temple also overwhelms the itinerants with its grand architecture! A tip for the wise â€“ visit this
incredible temple in the evening to get blown away by the shimmering sight of this illuminated
edifice!

Hyderabad Botanical Garden

While finding cheap tickets on Hyderabad bound flights may give slight headache to few, it is the
presence of attractions like Hyderabad Botanical Garden that make it worth the trouble! Tourists
with green thumbs will surely be delighted to find the natural brilliance of this place. Hyderabad
Botanical Garden is home to a wide variety of plants and trees. 

Laad Bazaar

A tourist remains a tourist unless he visits the Laad Bazaar! A visit to this vibrant market and the
visitor becomes a local! Indeed, the charming Laad Bazaar is distinctly â€˜Hyderabadiâ€™ and a visit to the
place not only allows the tourists to buy some exquisite stuff but also enables them to peek into the
prism of Hyderabadâ€™s highly rich culture. Our dear old penny-pinchers will find plenty of things here
to complement their cheap tickets!

Ramoji Film City
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Move over the Universal Studios, here comes the Ramoji Film City! Billed as the worldâ€™s largest
integrated film studio complex, Ramoji Film City surely has a fair share of admirers. A viable stop for
families on city tour, this film city seems like a fine display of countryâ€™s artistic acumen and expands
over 2,000 acres of land, featuring film and television studios. 
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